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‘Vampire Diaries’
advertiser will
speak on campus
By LIS STEWART
staff writer

ASUSU ELECTIONS BEGIN Feb. 22, and this year the elections committee decided to associate the theme “Speak” so students will
understand their voice is important. (Above) students listen to the results of the 2010 primary elections. Statesman file photo

Theme stresses need to vote
By ROUCHELLE BROCKMAN
staff writer

ASUSU public relations director Lacy
Nagao, along with the elections committee,
chose “SPEAK” as the theme of the 2011
ASUSU elections in order to draw students
to vote and express the impact voting has on
their education.
Elections will be held Feb. 22-25 and
voting stations will be set up in the Taggart
Student Center as well as the Merrill-Cazier
Library. The option to vote online is also
available.
“We created something that displayed not

only elections, but what ASUSU represents
as a whole – the voice of students,” Nagao
said. “As student leaders, it is important
to remember that all ASUSU positions are
actually designed to help each student, and
increase his or her overall college experi-

ence.”
She said ASUSU wants to use the theme
to encourage students to not just find fault
with current policies but to also voice their
opinions and advocate for changes they wish
to see in ASUSU as well as on campus.
Stressing the importance of thinking
about which candidates to vote for, Brent
Crosby, ASUSU executive vice president,
said, “Members of student government are
in charge of where a lot of students’ money
goes, so you want to make sure you have the

Education Days will encourage the mindset “bee yourself” this
week, beginning with a speech by a CW Television Network executive and ending with the College of Education and Human Service’s
second annual spelling bee.
Rick Haskins, the CW Television Network’s executive vice president for marketing and brand strategy, is speaking at 12:30 p.m.
in the TSC International Lounge on Wednesday. His speech begins
the two-day event hosted by CEHS.
Haskins, a Utah State University alumnus and Sigma Chi member, has been important in expanding CW’s fame over the Internet,
and supervises the entire marketing department. He oversaw
advertising campaigns for the series “Gossip Girl,” “90210,” and
“The Vampire Diaries.”
Haskins will speak on self-branding, which correlates with
a book he co-authored “Brand Yourself” in 2000, a book about
building a better self image to advance in the career world. Patty
Halaufia, executive director of alumni relations, said the focus of
his speech will be helpful to students who are job hunting.

- See EDUCATION, page 3

- See SPEAK, page 4

Salt Lake reporter reveals tips on investigating

By ARIANNA REES
staff writer

Investigative journalism is nothing to
be intimidated by, and simply begins with
curiosity, said Nate Carlisle, a reporter for the
Salt Lake Tribune.
Addressing potential journalists and others who attended his speech Monday, Carlisle
gave advice on investigating and said it is possible for any journalist willing to attempt it.
“You don’t have to be some sort of standalone investigative journalist to pull out a fast
investigation,” he said. “I didn’t wake up one
day and say ‘I’m going to be an investigative
reporter, but I woke up one day and said ‘I’m
going to be a reporter.’”
Carlisle, whose interest in writing began
at an early age, earned his bachelor’s degree
in journalism at the University of Missouri
before writing crime stories for the Tribune,
which he has done since 2005. Investigative
journalism seemed natural to him, he said,
and it provided him with a way to help others
by digging deeper.
“It’s where the system – any system – can
get problems exposed and solved,” he said.

Carlisle encouraged audience members to
ask questions by handing out pre-addressed
letters and inviting them to send the letters
to various campus organizations to see what
they’ve been doing as of late.
“The first secret of investigative reporting,” he said, “is to be curious.”
He gave an example of one of his more
recent investigative stories involving two
individuals who were charged $5,671.42 in
parking fees.
“Sometimes investigative journalism is
simply finding the two dummies who racked
up $6,000 in parking tickets,” he said.
Finding them, he added, was the most difficult part.
“I give this example to make you not feel
so intimidated at investigative journalism.
You might say, ‘It’s a lot of work, I’m never
going to have time.’ That’s not true,” he said.
Investigative journalism is a daily routine,
he said, and it’s best to save a specific time of
day to work on a specific project; 20-15 minutes a day spent calling and researching is a

- See CARLISLE, page 4

NATE CARLISLE, AN INVESTIGATIVE reporter for the Salt Lake Tribune shared his successes while
digging for stories in Cache Valley in his Tuesday speech. ARMEN HOVSEPYAN photo

Professor analyzes current issues
regarding feral animals and abuse
By DAN SMITH
news senior writer

FERAL ANIMALS are not protected from being killed if the intent behind it is
decidedly “humane.” BRECK BYINGTON photo
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A USU assistant professor and federal researcher had an
article published on Feb. 3 in the journal “Bioscience” about
feral and free-roaming dogs and their interactions with
endangered species in Mongolia.
“Now feral dogs aren’t so much a problem in Mongolia
because they have a very strict national policy to shoot onsight feral dogs,” said Julie Young of the department of wildland resources. “Sometimes numbers can be pretty high for
what they have to remove (kill) in a year.”
Utah Representative Curtis Oda is the chief sponsor of
proposed bill H.B. 210, which is currently before legislature
for the 2011 general session. The bill addresses animal cruelty and animal torture.
“‘Torture’ does not include shooting an animal with the
intent to humanely kill the animal,” H.B. 210 states. “The
provisions of this bill do not affect or prohibit the humane

The USU
Utaku Club
aims to
change false
impressions
of Anime.
Page 8

shooting or killing of an animal if the person doing the
shooting or killing has a reasonable belief that the animal is a
feral animal.”
Young said most states in the U.S. have some kind of
policy in place that deals with how to manage feral animal
populations. She said some states’ policies are similar to
Mongolia’s shoot-on-sight policy.
In Mongolia, there are wildlife officers similar to state
employees from the division of wildlife. These officers are
responsible for the extermination of feral dogs.
“Most of their job is to promote endangered species or
help if people have questions about habitat,” Young said. “It’s
usually more positive.”
She said her research in Mongolia centered around the
endangered species Saiga, which is a Mongolian antelope.
The scientists began to notice groups of free-roaming and
feral dogs that would harass and chase the Saiga. Sometimes

- See FERAL, page 3
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would like clarified or find unfair,
please contact the editor at 797-1762
or TSC 105.

U.S. teens killed in shootout at Juarez

EL PASO, Texas (AP) – Three teens,
at least two of them American, died in
a hail of weekend gunfire apparently
meant for someone else while browsing
used cars in Ciudad Juarez, a relative of
one of the teens said Tuesday.
A fourth young man was also with
the teens and survived the shooting,
but now fears for his life and is seeking
refuge in the U.S., Gladys Luna, the
grandmother of one of the victims, told
Republicans plan to
The Associated Press.
limit federal spending Luna’s grandson, 15-year-old Juan
Carlos Echeverri, was killed Saturday
WASHINGTON (AP) – One of
along with 16-year-old Carlos Mario
the House’s top Republicans says he
Gonzalez Bermudez and 17-year-old
believes the chamber will soon vote to Cesar Yalin Miramontes Jimenez.
block spending for President Barack
Echeverri and Gonzalez were U.S. citiObama’s health care overhaul law.
zens. Miramontes’ nationality remains
House Majority Leader Eric Cantor unclear.
told reporters Tuesday that by the
Luna said her grandson and three
time the House approves a governfriends had stopped at a dealership
ment-wide spending bill for this year, Saturday afternoon in one of the
it will end up prohibiting the use of
world’s most-dangerous cities, after
money for the overhaul. The House
spotting a car with wheel rims that
is expected to debate that legislation
caught their eye.
shortly.
“A group of boys or young men, not
That overhaul, which became law
last year, is one of Obama’s proudest
legislative achievements. Republicans
have opposed it as a costly, big-government overreach.
LOS ANGELES (AP) – The disSpending for government prograced former city manager who once
grams expires March 4 unless
earned $1.5 million a year in salary
Congress approves new legislation.
and benefits was the shot-caller who
ran the scandal-ridden city of Bell
Lohan to be charged
– not any of the highly paid elected
for felony grand theft officials who face dozens of fraud
LOS ANGELES (AP) – Prosecutors charges – a councilman for the bluecollar suburb of Los Angeles testified
said Tuesday they plan to charge
Tuesday.
Lindsay Lohan with felony grand
It was former City Manager
theft of a $2,500 necklace reported
Robert
Rizzo, who faces more than
stolen from a jewelry store last
50 fraud charges himself, who set the
month.
agenda for every City Council meetThe charge brings the troubled
star another step closer to jail. Lohan, ing and told the elected officials how
to vote on every issue before them,
24, remains on probation for a 2007
drunken driving case and a judge had Councilman Lorenzo Velez testified
during the second day of a public
threatened to throw her in jail if she
hearing to determine whether there
ran into trouble again.
Detectives obtained a search war- is enough evidence to send six past
and present elected officials from Bell
rant to try to retrieve the item from
Lohan’s home, but it was turned into to trial on charges of looting the city
a police station before any search was treasury.
“Everything had to go through
made.
Mr. Robert Rizzo before it could be
Lohan’s attorney has previously
denied she stole the necklace and
vowed to fight any charges in court.

Nat’lBriefs

sure how many, came and asked for the
owner of the car dealership,” Luna said.
“The workers said they didn’t know
and they started running, hiding.”
The group that had asked for the
dealership’s owner then opened fire at
the business that sits not far from the
border separating El Paso and Juarez.
At least 60 bullet casings were found at
the scene.
“They had nothing to do with this.
They had just stopped there to look at
cars,” Luna said.
Juarez is the center of a fierce turf
war between the Sinaloa and Juarez
drug cartels. More than 3,000 people
were killed last year in the city of 1.3
million residents.
Many Juarez residents travel across
the border daily for work or study in El
Paso. Some Mexicans live in Texas for
safety reasons and commute to Juarez.
The boys’ school principal, Nick
Gonzalez, said 20 to 30 percent of the
school’s 485 students regularly cross
between El Paso and Juarez.
“I was afraid but at the same time

THIS UNDATED PHOTO RELEASED by the Cathedral High School in El
Paso, Texas, shows Juan Carlos Echeverri, 15 and Carlos Mario Gonzalez, 16, both
U.S. citizens, along with another Mexican teenager, were killed by unknown gunmen on Saturday, Feb. 5. AP photo

resigned that something like this was
going to happen,” he said. “No one here
is shocked, I don’t think.”
Gonzalez said his students still
love the city and “haven’t given up on

Juarez, or on their lives there.”
“That’s why, despite the parental
warnings, they go,” he said. “It’s their
identity, it’s who they are.”

Councilman: High-paid manager ran Calif. city

LateNiteHumor
Friday, Feb. 4, 2011 – Top 10 Reasons
It’s Fun To Be Justin Bieber
10. It’s good to be a pop star without
having to audition for Steven Tyler.
9. I’m briefed each morning by the
C.I.A.
8. Cross me and I’ll have 50,000
screaming girls come to your house
and mess you up.
7. When I’m sick, my doctor makes
hilarious jokes about “Bieber Fever.”
6. The chance to visit the Late Show
and my idol, Paul Shaffer.
5. At the barber shop I can say, “Give
me the me.”
4. For joke No. 4, go see “Justin
Bieber: Never Say Never,” in theaters
Feb. 11.
3. Looking forward to starring in my
CBS show, “CSI: Bieber.”
2. If I tweet “I just sneezed,” a billion
people will tweet “Gesundheit.”
1. Reading my fan mail from Dave.

addressed,” Velez said. “He wanted
to be informed of everything and he
wanted to authorize everything that
was done.”
Council members could not even
give orders to city employees, Velez
said, because Rizzo “had an issue with
that.”
Velez also said four public agencies that paid huge sums of money
to most of the city’s elected officials
didn’t really exist as far as he could
tell, although he often contradicted
himself on that point when crossexamined by attorneys for all six of
the past and present officials who are
the subjects of this week’s preliminary
hearing.
Velez, who was appointed to the
City Council in October 2009, said he
never knew of the Bell Solid Waste and
Recycling Authority, the Community
Housing Authority, the Surplus
Property Authority and the Public
Finance Authority when he joined the

council and could never recall attending a meeting connected to any of
those agencies.
Authorities say the agencies were
a sham that council members used to
pay themselves inflated salaries.
When minutes of council meetings going back more than a year were
pointed out to him on cross-examination, however, Velez acknowledged
he did vote on issues involving all of
those agencies.
“I should have asked more questions, I’m not denying that,” said
Velez, the only member of the City
Council who did not take a large salary and who was not arrested. “If ignorance is a crime, I guess I’m guilty.”
The six public officials who are
the subject of this week’s preliminary hearing are Bell Mayor Oscar
Hernandez, Vice Mayor Teresa Jacobo,
Councilman George Mirabal, former Mayor George Cole and former
Councilmen Luis Artiga and Victor

Bello.
Each was paid about $100,000 a
year for their service to a workingclass city of about 40,000 people where
one in six live in poverty. Velez, on the
other hand, was only paid a little more
than $7,500 a year.
Rizzo and former Bell Assistant
City Manager Angela Spaccia, who was
paid $376,288 a year, will face a similar hearing after this one is concluded.
Both of them, and the six current
and past officials, were arrested in
September, three months after the Los
Angeles Times revealed their salaries.
“What we saw today was that the
mayor, the vice mayor, all the council
members, did the best job they could,”
said attorney Stanley Friedman, who
represents Hernandez.
He and other attorneys have maintained that it was not a crime for the
elected officials to pay themselves
huge salaries as long as they did the
work.

Hatch says his goals are not unlike tea party’s
WASHINGTON (AP) – Sen. Orrin Hatch doesn’t
want to follow his fellow Utah Republican Bob Bennett
out of the Senate with the tea party hot on his heels.
So Hatch, who’s running for a sixth term in 2012,
gave the tea party a bear hug Tuesday night during
what’s believed to be the populist movement’s first
televised town hall. He has fought for years for the balanced budget amendment that tea partiers demand,
he told them, and just like the tea party, he wants to
repeal President Barack Obama’s health care overhaul.
What Congress needs, the Utah Republican suggested, is a fiscally conservative majority – not arbitrarily new blood.
In fact, Hatch, who’s been in Congress since 1977,
all but declared himself a tea partier.
“We don’t need a break,” Hatch said, when someone suggested one during the 90-minute multimedia
town hall session. “We might not look like much, but
we’re a tough bunch, let me tell you.”
The tea party wasn’t quite ready to return Hatch’s
embrace. The several dozen people crammed into the
National Press Club’s conference room were respectful, if not enthusiastic. They gave their loudest greeting to Rep. Michele Bachmann, the House’s Tea Party
Caucus chairwoman, when she arrived mid-meeting.

SEN. ORRIN HATCH, R-UTAH, waits to speak
during a Tea Party town hall meeting at the National
Press Club in Washington, Tuesday, Feb. 8. AP photo

Hatch was the only one of five lawmakers who
attended the televised and tweeted event who had not
been explicitly endorsed by the populist movement
that dominated the 2010 elections. Missing were other
senators who could face a tea party-led challenge in
2012, such as Richard Lugar of Indiana and Olympia
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Snowe of Maine.
With Hatch on the podium were the faces of tea
party change. Besides Bachmann was Sen. Mike Lee,
R-Utah, a tea party darling who was one of two candidates who drummed Bennett out of office by besting him in a party convention vote. There too were
Sen. Rand Paul of Kentucky, the first of several early
exiters, and Reps. Steve King of Iowa and freshman
Allen West of Florida.
But Hatch was the first of the five to arrive and
the first to speak, his glowing terms a sign of official
Washington’s acknowledgment that the tea party and
its libertarian-leaning agenda, however disjointed,
moves election results.
Sharing the stage with the others during most of
the 90-minute session, Hatch suggested he was a tea
partier before there was a modern-day tea party. He
pointed out that with the late Sen. Strom Thurmond
of South Carolina, he proposed a balanced budget
amendment back in the 1980s and again in the 1990s,
and stood ready to do it again.
Hatch warned that if the government can regulate
health care, it can do “anything to you that it wants
to.”
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New version of green laser up and running
By RHETT WILKINSON
staff writer

A new and improved version of a
light-tracking laser was placed on top
of the Science Research building the
summer of 2010, beaming a green light
on clear nights, and was most recently
used Feb. 3.
The laser is known as LIDAR –
Laser Imaging Detection and Ranging
system. It will soon be the most sensitive LIDAR in the world, and is meant
to gauge the rate of photons returning
from the atmosphere in relationship
with molecules in the sky, said physics
professor Vince Wickwar.
“It’s fun to see the laser going off,
and to be this close to the research,”
said physics major Lance Peterson,
who is using the LIDAR for his graduate thesis and will be presenting the
information behind the laser to
schools in Ithaca, N.Y., in late March.
Peterson said he isn’t yet sure when
the laser will officially qualify as the
most sensitive LIDAR in the world
because he is uncertain when it will
become fully operational in being able
to completely process its data.
Activating just one laser costs at
least $100,000, said Marcus Bingham,
a physics junior who has also been
heavily involved in the project.
While the LIDAR can extend 55
miles, only one-and-a-half miles of
its extension could be viewed from
the ground on Thursday before being
blocked by cloud coverage, Peterson
said.
LIDAR functions by measuring
how far photons are released into the
atmosphere before hitting molecules
that essentially act as walls, sending
the photons back where they came.
Some photons will rise higher than
others before coming into contact with
a thinner concentration of molecules
and coming back to Earth.
The photons will then glance off
mirrors and travel into a fiber-optic

cable which will then pass through
what Peterson called a “chopper.” The
light being divided is then prepared to
enter into a monitor called photomultiplier tube housing (PMT), which sends
the information of how the photons act
with the molecules.
Wickwar said the LIDAR beats 30
times per second, and Peterson said
because of the rapidity of the light, one
would go blind if they stared directly
at it for even one-thirtieth of a second.
According to Wickwar, USU’s
physics department owned a laser
with significantly less sensitivity from
1993-2004. Cache Valley residents had
the opportunity to witness the laser
900 times for 5,000 combined hours
during those 11 years. However, organizations such as the National Science
Foundation (NSF) stopped providing
grants as the primary funding for the
laser, and the work done on the tool
came to a hiatus.
But Wickwar continued to relentlessly contact grant agencies for support to bring LIDAR back. His efforts
formally succeeded when the new laser
was unveiled at an Oct. 29 Halloween
event hosted by the College of Science.
NSF was among the agencies who
provided funding beginning last year.
The minimum amount of grants were
still in excess of $250,000.
The process of resurrecting a
greater version of the LIDAR began in
June, when Peterson was simply looking for work. He applied for a position
to do field work with a professor in
his major. He began the job search
after working with sprites and halos
with faculty member Mike Taylor, also
in the physics department, but the
department ran out of funding.
“Dr. Wickwar had more money and
wanted a student,” Peterson said.
He, Wickwar and Bingham began
the research with a degree of faith, not
certain they could start the LIDAR
once again.
“It was just something that sounded

THE LASER IMAGING DETECTION and Ranging system extends 55
miles into the air and is used to measure the distance a photon travels before it
reaches molecules. Photo courtesy of Vincent Wickwar

interesting to me,” Peterson said. “It’s
my favorite project so far. It’s more
hands-on, rather than just analyzing
data. This has been a lot of real-world
work.”
One of the unique features of the
laser, Peterson said, is the fact that you
can place your hand through the shaft
of light and actually feel the light. Not
the heat of the light, he insisted, but
the power of the light itself. Doing so
results in a loud pop and a minor light
explosion due to the intensity of molecules being detected from the hand at
once.
“It’s the only time I’ve ever actually felt light,” Peterson said. “You can
normally feel sunlight, but this time
the light actually hit me. I think it’s just
amazing.”
Wickwar said this time around, the
LIDAR contains four mirrors rather
than the one which the laser of 11
years previous had. For this reason, it
will exceed the previous USU LIDAR

by 30 times in collecting area, resulting in a sensitivity 70 times as strong.
“Anytime you can change a sensitivity by 10, that’s a big deal, and we’re
doing it by about 70,” Wickwar said.
It will also top the current world
record-holder for most sensitive
LIDAR, found at the University of
Ontario. In fact, one of the professors
who is primarily responsible for operating their LIDAR began his associate
teaching career at Utah State, under
Wickwar.
It’s an accomplishment the professor said he is proud to be a part of,
particularly after having seen the rise
and fall of the previous laser.
“It’s great. We were jumping for
joy,” said Wickwar in regards to being
able to unleash the LIDAR for the first
time since returning to the physics
department. “We are part of quite a
project once again.”
– rhett.wilkinson@aggiemail.usu.edu

-continued from page 1
body compete, and fun to watch faculty outside of
the classroom environment.”
Education Days continues Thursday with free
pizza on the TSC Patio at 11:30 a.m. Leezanna Hill,
College of Education senator, said they will be on
the patio until 1:30 or until the pizza runs out.
A spelling bee finishes up the celebration from
7-8:30 p.m. in the TSC Auditorium. Hill said she
expects an even bigger turnout than last year with
bigger prizes. Spellers have a chance to win, among
other prizes, an iPod and a digital camera.
“We did it last year and it was a big hit, so we’re
doing it again,” Schwarz said.

Though a planner this year, Hill was a spelling
bee participant last year. She said the pressure from
a spelling bee can get intense.
“Your heart kind of drops because ‘Oh I got the
word wrong,’” Hill said. “It can be kind of intense
because you actually have to work for what you are
getting.”
Hill said a goal she has this year, as CEHS senator, is to showcase what the college has to offer
students.
– la.stewart@aggiemail.usu.edu

THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION holds Education Days Feb. 9-11 which will end with a spelling bee in
the TSC Auditorium. Participants will have a chance to win an iPod or digital camera. ARMEN HOVSEPYAN
photo

Feral: Logan animal control traps and impounds feral animals
-continued from page 1
the dogs even attacked and killed the endangered
animals.
A free-roaming dog is still someone’s pet, Young
said. They’re not continuously fenced in or tied up.
Feral dogs are animals that are no longer pets at all
and may have been born to other feral dogs, making them wild.
Michael Bishop, director of the Cache Humane
Society (CHS) in Logan, said since the shelter
opened in October 2008, it has received 167 feral
cats and 13 feral dogs.
“This isn’t an area that we have pursued or
worked heavily because there’s so much other work
just with the normal domesticated pet that needs
to be done to help this community more,” Bishop
said.
Logan City Animal Control Officer Bryan
Lay said if somebody calls about a problem with
feral animals on their property, he delivers a livecatch trap and when the animals are caught, he
impounds them.
Lay said the animal is impounded for up to four
days to give an owner the chance to pick up their
pet. If the animal is not retrieved within the fourday period, it is turned over to the CHS.
“They (CHS) decide basically what the final
disposition of the animal’s going to be,” Lay said.

Campus & Community

Screening promotes
the snowboard club

Education: College hosts activities through Thursday
“It will help them (students) focus on themselves
and who they are and what they are interested in,
so they can sell themselves to potential employers,”
Halaufia said.
Halaufia said she met Haskins while they
attended USU in the 1970s and were both involved
in the Greek system. Haskins will return to Logan
this week to speak to classes in the Huntsman
School of Business, and also at Education Days.
Halaufia said Haskins is very well known in the
business world for marketing and branding. She
said he was one of the first people hired to work on
marketing strategy when CW was formed in 2006.
CW is a joint venture between CBS and Warner
Bros., former majority owner of the WB Television
Network.
The speech is scheduled from 12:30-2 p.m. in
the TSC International Lounge. Afterward, there
will be a question and answer session for students
who are interested in learning more about Haskins’
work.
From there, a dodgeball game between students
and education college faculty will jump start the
rest of the planned activities. Danielle Schwarz, a
junior in psychology and Education Days committee member, said anyone can play. Participation
prizes will be given. Though the deadline for signups has passed, people can come watch the showdown on Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in HPER 209.
Schwarz said she is most excited for dodgeball
because “it will be really awesome to watch every-

Briefs

“Whether they keep it and try to find it a home or
rescue it out or else the last resort – euthanize it.”
Bishop said the CHS is an independent, nonprofit organization that is unaffiliated with other
institutions bearing a humane society name.
For a small fee, he said the shelter facilitates
spaying or neutering feral animals. The animals’
ears are also clipped to signify sterilization.
“Animal control is so disjointed, I believe,”
Bishop said. “Every municipality, there’s something
a little bit different, they have different ordinances
and they don’t tend to work together.”
Lay said he picks up cats and dogs almost every
day of the year. The winter months tend to be slower than summer months because fewer animals are
out when it’s cold outside.
He said there was talk of trying a feral cat colonization program in Logan, which entails catching,
sterilizing and releasing feral cats.
“We still deal with them same way, whether
they’re trying to do a feral cat colony or not, if
someone has a complaint that they’re causing
problems in the neighborhood,” Lay said. “It’s hard
to tell. I’ve picked up cats that are wild in the cage
and when the owner comes over, he says, ‘That’s my
cat.’”
Utah State Sen. Dennis E. Stowell is the chief

sponsor of another bill, S.B. 57, which outlines possible minimum requirements for community cat
programs throughout Utah.
If passed, the bill would allow for individuals to
register community cat colonies and keep records
on the colonies in order to manage feral cat populations.
“This bill requires the sponsor of a cat colony
to actively trap cats in the colony for the purpose
of sterilizing, vaccinating and ear-tipping before
returning the cat to its original location,” S.B.57
states.
Young said she would like to do research in the
U.S., perhaps in Utah, to investigate the effects
of feral animals on local domestic wildlife. She
encountered packs of feral dogs in Texas while she
was working on her doctoral degree.
Some of the literature cited in her published
journal article references studies done in Idaho and
Colorado.
“There’s also quite a few packs of feral dogs
just south of our border here in Utah, down on the
Navajo Nation in Arizona,” Young said. “So they
do occur, not just in America but throughout the
world.”
– dan.whitney.smith@aggiemail.usu.edu

The TSC auditorium was the
place to be th night of Feb. 4. In
conjunction with the USU
Snowboard Club, Red Bull
showed their revolutionary snowboard film “That’s it That’s All”.
The screening was spiced up with
popcorn and cold Red Bull making
it the ultimate snow film screening
experience. From people who came
alone, to those who brought dates,
everyone was excited about the
footage while enjoying comfortable
seating and a great atmosphere.
The USU Snowboard Club was
brought back to life this year after
the previously named Freeride club
was diminished. The film screening
marked the first club event of the
year and there are more to come.
Club members enjoy many perks
including discounts at Directive, a
local skate/snow shop that sponsors
the club, fun times at The Beav and
opportunities to compete. Clinics
have been planned for February 19
and March 19 for all club members
to enjoy with food and music in the
park to make it that much better.
Whether you just love to ride or feel
the desire to compete this club will
make all your snow dreams come
true.
Contact the club presidents
Jessica Nichols or Nate Capener
through the USU club’s page or
“like” the Facebook page “USU
Snowboard Club” for info and
updates on all that is happening.

Museum to teach
about African cloth
The vibrant colors and designs
of Gara cloth are the topic of
the next presentation at Utah
State University’s Museum of
Anthropology Saturday, Feb. 12,
and the “Saturdays at the Museum”
series.
Guest speaker for the day is Sara
Jordan, who is featured in a presentation at 1 p.m. She will highlight the
history and tradition of making Gara
cloth in the African nation of Sierra
Leone.
Gara – the name of the leaf of
the Indigo plant – dying is a very
old tradition in many parts of West
Africa, particularly Sierra Leone. It is
a natural way to create vibrant cloth
designs that are used for clothing
and home linens. In recent years,
synthetic dyes have become more
popular and some are concerned
about the environmental and health
implications of this, particularly for
women who are the primary dyers,
the Saturday event organizers said.
In her presentation, Jordon
considers ecological, social and economic issues related to gara dying
in the post-war African country. The
discussion will serve as context for
a visual presentation on the art and
craft of the colorful cloth and the
process to make it so.
While Jordon’s presentation
begins at 1 p.m. at the museum,
there will be free headband tie dying
and paper weavings for children
throughout the day.
The USU Museum of
Anthropology is on the USU campus
in the south turret of the historic Old
Main building, Room 252.

Professor to play
in rock concert

Bring out your inner rock star.
The Honors Student Council is
encouraging everyone to register
and compete for bragging rights
and more than $1,000 in fantastic
prizes plus Team and Individual
costume contests, free food and
raffle prizes.
The team sign-up deadline is
Feb. 9. Remember that at least one
member of your team must be in
the Honors program in order to
qualify for competition.
To sign up, drop by the Honors
office in the basement of Old Main
or send an e-mail to usu.honors.
activities@gmail.com. Start practicing early, because Dr. Christie
Fox (Honors Program director) and
her band is going to be tough to
beat this year.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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Speak: Theme encourages
candidates to contemplate
potential responsibilities
-continued from page 1
right people in office.”
In addition to allocating funds, ASUSU also determines which
events will be held on campus, Nagao said. She said its important
for every student to know the goals of each candidate.
Kayla Harris, elections committee co-chair, said the elections
committee members brainstormed different ideas and debated for
several weeks but eventually decided on SPEAK.
“SPEAK was chosen because we want USU students to know that
they have a voice,” said Brittany Ingalls, a member of the ASUSU
public relations committee. “It’s up to them to decide who they want
in office.”
Ingalls also said the theme was created aiming to guide the elections committee and remind them their No. 1 goal is to better all
aspects of the students’ experience at USU.
“It’s not about who wins or loses or who has the best-looking A
frame, it’s about what is best for the university,” she said.
Nagao said the theme will not only help students realize the
importance of voting in the 2011-12 elections, but will prompt
candidates to remember the responsibilities they sign up for by running.
Ingalls said the candidates are not required to incorporate the
theme into their campaigns.
In the 2010-11 ASUSU elections there wasn’t a distinct theme
when the word about elections was spread throughout campus, she
said.
According to the ASUSU 2011 elections packet, a primary debate
will be held Feb. 22 at 1 p.m. in the TSC Hub and primary elections
will be Feb. 22-23. Final elections will be Feb. 23-25, with the final
debate Feb. 24 at 1pm in the Hub. An elections party and dance will
be held Feb. 24 from 8-11 p.m. in the TSC International Lounge, and
the final announcements will be made Feb. 25 at 5 p.m. in the Hub.
The ASUSU inauguration will not be until April 15.
For more information regarding ASUSU elections, Nagao said
students should visit the ASUSU website, where all candidates’ platforms and pictures will be posted during elections week. Students
may also join their Facebook page or follow ASUSU on Twitter.
– rouchelle.brockman@aggiemail.usu.edu

Carlisle: Reporter recommends
aspiring journalists soak up as
much news coverage as possible
-continued from page 1
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good place to start.
At times, he said, he’d have information withheld from him.
“You do get record requests denied, you do get people who
don’t want to talk to you, and it’s hard to get around that, but it
can be done,” he said. The best way to get the information, he
added, is to be persistent.
“Think, ‘Who else has this data? ... think about what other
reporters aren’t doing and go deeper than them.”
When the Logan canal broke in 2009, Carlisle looked into the
history to learn how it could have happened. Within 20 hours,
he said, they had their story. After searching USU’s library, he
unearthed many dissertations on the canal, and there were warnings in some regarding poor maintenance and leaks. He then
tracked down farmers who told him they had been worried about
the canal for years. This sort of journalism, he said, allows us to
not only know what happened, but why and how it will affect us.
Carlisle encouraged potential journalists to read and watch
all the journalism they could and absorb it. He also added that
journalists of the 21st century need to be knowledgeable in multimedia, including audio-visual, shooting videos, editing videos,
html and websites.
One helpful resource, he said, is the Association for
Investigative Reporters and Editors. For $25 a year, students can
access training, tip sheets that provide information about certain
story topics, angles to pursue and tips on how to pursue them.
There is also an opportunity for students to take advantage of
scholarship and fellowship opportunities through the IRE’s site,
which allow students to travel to receive free training on investigative journalism.
“Listing the IRE on a resume puts you ahead of 99 percent of
other students competing for jobs,” he said. He also added that
employers look for off-campus writing and editing experiences
and that students should look for those opportunities.
Ted Pease, JCOM department head, said the goal of the department is to bring as many professionals as possible to campus. He
explained that the university doesn’t provide enough tools that
teach students how to dig deeper into stories and look for information not immediately obvious.
Of Carlisle, he said, “Here’s someone working in the business
who uses a variety of investigative techniques. He’d be the first to
tell you this is basic journalism.”
“So much of ‘investigative journalism’ is just asking the question,” Pease said. “You never know what you’re going to get.”
– ariwrees@gmail.com
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Across the pond, Aggie legends together again
By RHETT WILKINSON
staff writer

On the hardwood, there have
truly been some dynamic duos
over the years.
Stockton and Malone.
Jordan and Pippen. Magic and
Kareem.
Even throw Kobe and Shaq
in there.
But one particular insideout tandem has one thing
that none of these others can
claim: being paired once in
the United States, only to
find themselves together once
again, thousands of miles
away, on a whole other continent.
That distinction lies with
Spencer Nelson and Jaycee
Carroll, whose games’ have
both found their way to Spain’s
Balkan Islands, with Gran
Canaria of the EuroBasket
European league.
It’s an experience both
appreciate in this, their first
season playing together since
2005 when Nelson, a senior
that season, started alongside
then-freshman Carroll.
“It’s been a lot of fun (playing together),” Carroll said.
“It’s really been good after I
guess four or five years not
playing together and seeing
him, to experience again his
work ethic, his leadership, and
learn from him how to adjust

to playing in Europe.”
It’s a sentiment that Nelson,
who was named to the Aggie
All-Century team while still
playing for USU as a senior,
couldn’t help but echo.
“It’s been good,” said the
six-foot-eight post player.
“Obviously he’s changed and
grown as a player, and I probably have since being a senior
in college as well. Each of us
has developed our game in different ways. Obviously he’s an
incredible player, so it’s a great
opportunity anytime to play
with a incredible player. It’s
been an enjoyable time so far.”
So far, their team has gone
7-4 in EuroCup play since the
season began Sept. 29, while
notching a 10-10 record in the
Spanish League (through Feb.
7), which only includes teams
within Spain. Carroll is still
scoring in bunches, averaging
18.8 points on 42.3 percent
shooting from long-range in
29.1 minutes per game. In
fact, last season, while playing for Gran Canaria, he was
EuroBasket’s leading scorer at
17.9 points per game.
Nelson currently averages
5.7 points and 3.6 rebounds
per game in 16.7 minutes on
the floor.
Nelson had a bit more to
say about his own game and
how it’s evolved since he left
Logan as CollegeInsider.com’s

MidMajor
Player of
the Year
in 2005.
“My
outside
shooting
is better. I
have more
maturity,”
he said,
noting that it
has been an
attained
skill even
though he
spent seven
total years
enrolled at
Utah State
following
a medical
redshirt
year and an
LDS mission.
Though
it was a
limitation
in Aggie
head coach
Stew Morrill’s strict offensive
structure, Nelson now lets
them fly from long distance
with regularity, shooting 34.1
percent in 41 attempts so far
this season.
“Even though I was pretty
old already, there’s just no
substitute for experience, see-

FORMER AGGIES Spencer Nelson (left) and Jaycee Carroll (right) played together on the Utah State
men’s basketball team. Nelson was a senior and Carroll was a freshman when they played together at
Utah State. The two are now teammates in Balkan Islands, Spain on Gran Canaria of the EuroBasket
European League. Photo courtesy Baylee Carroll

ing and experiencing a lot of
different things, just going out
determined what I am going
to do. I kind of evaluate it
from a more experienced
perspective now.”
Carroll acknowledged
he has also improved
upon a game which
resulted in the former
USU single-season
3-point percentage
record of 49.8 percent,
a record now owned
by current Aggie Brian
Green’s 50 percent clip
last season.
“Overall, my game
has become a lot more
rounded,” said the
Evanston, Wyo., native.
“I handle the ball a lot
more, play off pick-androlls. That’s not what I
did at USU. There I was
asked to run off screens
and catch the ball and
score. In Europe, I’ve
been asked to be a playmaker for my team.”
Not that he didn’t
make plays for teams
that earned two NCAA
Tournament and National
Invitation Tournament (NIT)
bids apiece over his career – it
just came more exclusively
from one position, and from
the same spots on the floor, he
said.
“I’m still a shooting guard,
but now I handle the ball more
like a point guard in our sets,”
he said.
Since graduating from
Utah State, both players have
had several opportunities to
play with NBA summer-league
teams, with even some invitations to fall camps just before
the final roster is cut in time
for the regular season.
Nelson’s turn came first. He
stayed with the Utah Jazz all
the way through late October
of 2005 before being one of
two final players cut from
the opening-game roster. The
following summer also saw
Nelson with the Jazz at the
now-defunct Rocky Mountain
Revue in Salt Lake City, followed by the Milwaukee Bucks’
summer league squad in 2007.
No more opportunities came
until Nelson took a financial
risk in forgoing most of the
2009-10 EuroBasket season in
favor of once again seeing fall
camp with the Jazz in October
of 2009.

It was a risk that Nelson
said was well worth it.
“It was awesome,” said
Nelson of the NBA opportunities. “Anyone that has the
opportunity to go to camp, a
lot go straight to Europe, and
you gotta do what you gotta
do and do what feels right. If
that’s your dream to go play in
the NBA, do it, I say.”
And that’s precisely the
wish Nelson said he had as a
young kid from Idaho.
“(In 2009) I still had the
opportunity to wear a Jazz
jersey, to play against regular
NBA players, and got to experience off-court stuff, charter
flights and the Ritz hotel,” he
said. “For a kid from Pocatello,
Idaho, to be able to do that,
was better for a month than
not at all.”
Yet Nelson, who believes
he has three, perhaps
four, years left for
professional basketball, acknowledges
that playing an official game against
the likes of Kobe,
LeBron and Dwight
Howard are more
than a long-shot at
this point in time.
“I don’t know
if the NBA is
looking for
a lot of 30year-old slow,
unathletic guys right now,”
he said. “But you never know.
Work hard, and take advantage of whatever opportunities
come your way.”
Outside specialist Carroll,
however, said he’s ready to
give it another go, perhaps one
more time.
“This year’s camps are still
early too tell, with interest
from the NBA,” Carroll said.
“At this point, I’d probably
enjoy giving it one more try.”
Yet the father of one, soon
to be two, who married former
Utah State cheerleader Baylee
Roche before his senior season
in 2007, knows what it would
take to give him and his family
that opportunity.
“I would be a neat basis
for an NBA team, it would
just kind of have to be a team
where a roster spot was available, and they needed a shooting guard, slash point guard,
to come fill that role,” Carroll
said.
Carroll played for the New

Jersey Nets in both the Rocky
Mountain Revue and the
Orlando Summer League in
2008 before also playing that
same summer with Toronto
in Las Vegas. He also had the
opportunity to star for New
Orleans’ summer team in 2009
before playing for Boston in
the Orlando league and New
York in Las Vegas last June and
July.
Both players acknowledge
that in the thrill of continuing
their sports careers, new chapters in their lives, in the form
of family, take top precedence.
Carroll couldn’t stop gushing
about the joys of now having
one of his own.
“It’s really one of the neatest experiences ever,” he said.
“Being gone on these road
trips for four or five days, then
being able to come back to my
wife, is really the greatest joy
in the world. Basketball is the
greatest fun I could have,
but being able to
be with Baylee
and

Bella (his
two-year-old
daughter) in our
living room is the
greatest feeling in
the world. There’s nothing better in the world than family.”
The newest, not-yet-named
addition to their family will
arrive in Spain in April.
Echoing his scoringmachine counterpart yet again,
Nelson rebounded the comment almost as well as the 800
times he cleaned the glass in
four collegiate seasons.
“A very wise man once said
that no success can compensate for failure in the home,”
he said, quoting the late
Gordon B. Hinckley, former
president of the LDS Church.
“Basketball’s great, and you

- See GREATS, page 6

No. 17 Aggies can clinch share of WAC against Idaho
By TYLER HUSKINSON
assistant sports editor

The No. 17 Utah State
Aggies men’s basketball
team is nearing an incredible milestone. With a win
against the Idaho Vandals
tonight, the Aggies would
clinch at least a share of
their fourth consecutive
Western Athletic Conference
title. With the pressure and
expectations growing, the
Aggies aren’t taking anything for granted.
“We are hoping that we
can continue to just give
ourselves a chance to win,”
Aggie head coach Stew
Morrill said. “We have great
respect for Idaho. We feel
like they are a team that
could very easily be 8-3 in
the league right now. If you
look at some of their close
losses, they could have gone
the other way.”
The Vandals (13-10, 6-5)
broke a four-game losing
streak over the weekend
against the Hawaii Warriors,
75-61. Despite the losing
streak, Morrill and the
Aggies (22-2, 11-0) know

better than to overlook the
Vandals.
“They have a number
of seniors that have been
through the wars,” Morrill
said. “They have a really
good shooting team. They
made 10-of-18 3-pointers
against Hawaii. They are
leading our league in 3-point
shooting and that seems to
be a big factor when they win
games. When they win games
they make a lot of threes.
That is certainly a challenge
for our defense.”
Senior guard Jeff
Ledbetter is leading the team
in scoring with 11.4 points
per game, and he is shooting
a blazing 46.2 percent from
3-point range. Sophomore
center Kyle Barone and
junior forward Luiz Toledo
are contributing 11 and 10
points per game, respectively.
“When you look at their
guys that can really shoot the
ball and there are a bunch
of them,” Morrill said. “Jeff
Ledbetter obviously leads the
way with his ability to get the
shot off quick and shoot such
a high percentage.”
Morrill’s coaching tree

has become quite extensive
over the years and he generally doesn’t enjoy coaching
against former assistants,
but visiting Vandals head
coach and former Aggie
assistant head coach Don
Verlin is be a different story.
“I am obviously pleased
with what Coach Verlin is
doing at Idaho,” Morrill said.
“It is always difficult when
you have to play each other.
I will get the chance to have
breakfast with Coach Verlin
and visit. I don’t do that with
very many coaches in our
league on game day. Game
day is pretty busy and hectic
emotionally, but we always
make a point to try to do that
and catch up on family and
other things. I look forward
to that.”
Verlin isn’t the only
person the Morrill will be
reuniting with. Former Aggie
guard Deremy Geiger, who
played during the 2008-09
season as a true freshman,
now plays for Idaho. Geiger
left the team and transferred to North Texas
Junior College after
just one season
with Aggies.

“He is a great kid,” Morrill
said. “We liked Deremy a lot.
It was an academic situation.
There was never any issue
with his character or effort.
We enjoyed having him.
There are no hard feelings.
I don’t think he would have
ended up with someone from
our program if he had felt
badly about what happened
here.”
Geiger is also thriving in
the Vandals program, averaging 9.3 points and 2.9 assists
a game, and Morrill couldn’t
be any more pleased for the
former Aggie guard.
“I am certainly happy for
Deremy Geiger,” Morrill
said. “He left here
having to get some
things in order,
and he has done
that. He has

done a really good job in
junior college and now for
Idaho. When we look at him
on film he is playing well. He
runs their team.”
Game time against the
Vandals is slated for 9
p.m. inside the Cowan
Spectrum at the Kibbie
Dome, and can be
seen on ESPN2.
– ty.d.hus@
aggiemail.
usu.edu

Utah State vs. Idaho TONIGHT!
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Jefferson helps Jazz rally past Kings
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)
–Al Jefferson scored 23 points
and Deron Williams had 21
points and nine assists to
help the Utah Jazz rally for
a 107-104 victory over the
Sacramento Kings on Monday
night.
The Jazz outscored the
Kings 27-17 in the fourth quarter in winning their second
road game in a row after dropping the previous six.
Paul Millsap fouled out
late in the fourth quarter and

finished with 18 points. Raja
Bell had 17 points and Kyrylo
Fesenko 11.
DeMarcus Cousins had 25
points and 14 rebounds for
Sacramento, which committed
20 turnovers. Tyreke Evans had
21 points, Jason Thompson
scored 14 and Beno Udrih
11. The Kings have lost three
straight.
Omri Casspi’s 3-pointer in
the closing seconds was an airball and the Jazz secured the
rebound and the victory.
After both Evans and
Samuel Dalembert missed
potential game-tying shots,
Andrei Kirilenko converted a
free throw for a 107-104 Jazz
lead with 6.8 seconds left.
Cousins converted a threepoint play to pull the Kings to
105-104 with 1:04 left. But he
quickly committed his sixth
foul at the other end of the
court, and Kirilenko made a
free throw for a two-point Jazz
lead.
Kirilenko made a fast-break
layup and fell hard to floor
with 1:55 to go. The basket put
the Jazz ahead 103-101.
Trailing by seven after
three quarters, the Jazz pulled
even in the first 4 minutes of
the fourth. A dunk by Jefferson
followed by Earl Watson’s fastbreak layup tied the game at
81.
It was Evans and Cousins
scoring regularly in the third
to give the Kings an 87-80 lead.
Evans frequently penetrated
inside and had 13 points in
the quarter. Cousins converted
a three-point play with 1.7

UTAH JAZZ FORWARD PAUL MILlSAP shoots over
Sacramento Kings forward Jason Thompson during the first quarter
of an NBA basketball game in Sacramento, Calif., Monday, Feb. 7,
2011. AP Photo/Rich Pedroncelli.

seconds left and had 11 points
and eight rebounds.
Evans made a twisting,
driving, left-handed layup in
traffic and added a free throw
after being fouled. The threepoint play put the Kings ahead
73-66 midway through the

third quarter.
Casspi scored nine points
for the Kings, who led 56-55
after a first half with numerous lead changes. Jefferson
scored 14 points for the Jazz
and Williams had 11 points
and six assists.

Greats: Former Ags together again abroad
-continued from page 3
can succeed in it, but in the
home are where the greatest
joys or greatest sorrows come.
I feel my body starting to deteriorate and know it won’t last
forever, but I know my family
will.”
Until that deterioration overcomes these two great athletes
to the point that they can’t play
professionally, count on them

to continue to utilize the skills
they refined in Cache Valley
and have now further honed in
lands abroad.
Not that they’ve forgotten
their roots.
“Utah State is such a special
place and a great place to go to
college,” Nelson said. “Just enjoy
it, because it’s great memories
and great feelings about that. I

have nothing but great memories.”
“Thanks for all the support
I received at Utah State,” added
Carroll. “It really became a
home away from home. It was
fun, it was exciting, and more
than I expected it to be. It was a
great four years of my life that
I’ll never forget.”

More Aggie greatness on tap
How’s that for a week
in Utah State athletics?
Wednesday starts off with
the USU football team
announcing a stellar signing class, which was ranked
No. 1 in Western Athletic
Conference by recruiting
website Rivals.com. Later
that night, the men’s basketball team thoroughly
demolished the Nevada
Wolf Pack, a program that
was synonymous with WAC
basketball dominance just
four years ago, with the
nation watching.
Then of course there was
the “I’m a Little Teapot”
craze, which will undoubtedly be something that is
still talked about years from
now, and also checked in
at No. 5 on Sportscenter’s
Not Top 10 for the week
as well.
ESPN also talked about
Utah State’s crowd as a
topic on its “Around the
Horn” and “Pardon the
Interruption” programs
Thursday, asking the question if the Spectrum indeed
possessed the best crowd
in all the nation. Two out of
three panelists on “Around
the Horn” agreed that Utah
State is indeed second-tonone when it comes to college basketball crowds.
The fun wasn’t over
though, as a very talented
Boise State team made
its way to Logan Saturday
night for the first followup to all the media attention Utah State received
from Wednesday’s Nevada
game. That game was actually a game for about a
minute and a half before
it was very clear that Utah
State had no intention of
letting the Broncos even
make things interesting.
All in all though, in
about an 12-hour span of
time, Utah State athletics
propelled itself forward in
three major ways.

The View
from
Section F

Matt Sonnenberg
By about noon last
Wednesday, all the football signings were in, and
a football program that has
long been synonymous
with futility suddenly boasted the top-ranked signing
class in the conference.
Later that night the basketball team was embarrassing Nevada on national
television and sending an
authoritative memorandum to anybody who
might not yet have been
aware of USU’s dominance
of WAC basketball over the
past four seasons. The fact
that this blowout was taking place against Nevada,
who used to be the face
of WAC basketball, was all
the more relevant to where
USU stands as a program
right now.
Then, topping it off, the
national debate over what
school has the top student section in the country
seemed to have reached an
end as Utah State became
one of the top 10 trending
topics being talked about
on Twitter that night.
That’s one hell of a day
to be an Aggie if you ask
me.
The coming weeks
could provide even more
positive exposure, too, particularly with the upcoming
Bracketbuster game against
Saint Mary’s. To call this
game monumental seems
so understated given the
circumstance. Not only are
USU and Saint Mary’s two
of the premier mid-major
programs in the country,
and the only two ranked

teams participating in this
year’s Bracketbuster weekend, but Saint Mary’s is the
most recent team to pull
off the impossible.
For that reason alone,
the Aggies should have
revenge on their minds,
but also the chance to get
a top-50 RPI win under
their belts for their NCAA
tournament resume.
A win at Saint Mary’s will
not come easy, but it also
won’t come in the same
way that the Gaels were
able to beat the Aggies
each of the past two years.
Gone is big man Omar
Samhan from the Gaels,
which eliminates the biggest match-up advantage
Saint Mary’s had over USU
in the past.
A Bracketbuster win for
Utah State this year, assuming USU maintains its winning-streak until Feb. 19,
could potentially put the
Aggies in, or just outside,
the top 10 in the country.
If that were the case, the
mass-media love-fest with
Utah State will only build
on itself, and this program’s
climb towards transcending the mid-major label like
the Butler’s and Gonzaga’s
of the world before us have
done, might just finally
come to fruition.
In other words, I dare
say this season has begun
living up to the insanely
high expectations many
had for this year when this
all started.

Matt Sonnenberg is a
senior majoring in print
journalism. Matt is an avid
fan of Aggie athletics and
can be found on the front
row of every home football and basketball game.
He can also be reached at
matt.sonn@aggiemail.usu.
edu.
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Aggie lacrosse looking to improve program
By MEGAN ALLEN
sports senior writer

Two times a week, a group
of 34 athletes gather together
on the brand new turf of the
Stan Laub Indoor Training
Facility. They are not getting
scholarships for being there,
but rather, they are paying to
play. They, like the USU football team, are in a rebuilding
era, trying to tap into their full
potential and be the best they
can be. They are the men’s club
lacrosse team.
The USU lacrosse team is
on the upswing after a rough
few years. This year, they have
brought in a whole staff of
coaches and managers, who
are set on turning the program
around.
Jonathan Atwood spent the
last nine years coaching the
lacrosse team he co-founded
at Sky View High School.
While he was there, he led the
Bobcats to three consecutive
conference championships and
in his last three years there,
took them to an overall record
of 32-11.
“In 2002 we started with
30 kids who had never played
lacrosse before,” he said. “Now
we have over 100 players from
our varsity team down to our
fourth-through-sixth grade
team.”
The Aggies are now the
lucky ones, and have brought
Atwood in as their head coach.
Kyle Hardy is the captain of
the USU team, and vice president of the club. He played a
huge part in bringing Atwood
to the team.
“In doing the interviews I
just really liked his excitement
and energy,” he said. “You can
tell he’s organized and that he’s
committed, more than anything, in making the program
succeed.”
Before coaching at Sky
View, Atwood played lacrosse
for USU, so coming back to
coach the team was a great
opportunity for him.
“I loved playing at Utah
State,” he said. “It was a lot of
fun, but seeing the program
dive was hard. I hate watching
something that did well go so
downhill.”

Atwood has jumped in
feet-first, and is ready to get
the season going and build the
program into something excellent.
“We advertised and put the
word out that there was a new
coaching staff, and then we
had a meeting. After the meeting we started having practice,” he said. “Once we had
our first practice, guys started
showing up.”
Clark Walker, a junior,
said he is already noticing a
difference in the structure of
the team. He said he thinks
the level of organization and
management is going to make
a huge difference.
“The coaches really know
what they’re talking about.
They have experience. They
have winning records. They
have resumes,” he said.
Hardy said he thinks having a full coaching staff is key.
“All the coaches and the
managers have such a connection to the Valley,” he said.
“They bring that connection
which allows the team to grow
and get bigger.”
The whole coaching staff is
from Cache Valley. They live,
coach and have gone to school
here. They have connections all
over the valley and that plays a
huge part in recruiting.
“He’s good at recruiting
and bringing in kids from the
Valley,” Walker said.
That recruiting is what will
play a huge part in the future
success of the team.
One of the biggest changes
Hardy and Walker would
like to see in the team is an
increase in the level of commitment.
“We need everyone to treat
it like a team, where as in the
past it’s been more of a selfish
kind of game,” Hardy said.
“We’re a team, we’re a brotherhood here, not just a bunch of
guys who get together. We’re
actually a team that functions
together and works together
for the common purpose of
building this program.”
Walker said conditioning is
a huge part of improving the
team and each player’s commitment.
“Being in the best shape

USU’s LACROSSE TEAM practices inside the Stan Laub Indoor Traning Facility. With a new coaching the staff, the lacrosse club hopes
to build a consisent and solid program. Jonathon Atwood, former Aggie lacrosse player and head coach at Sky View High School in Smithfield
, Utah has taken over the program. STERLING BOIN photo

possible and just continually
improving is important,” he
said. “It’s a sport where you
just keep getting better and
better, you don’t plateau in this
sport.”
Hardy said, “Commitment
to condition yourself to be a
good athlete is really what it
takes.”
Atwood said conditioning
is huge. They have hired conditioning coaches and have mandatory workouts twice a week.
This is something new to the
USU program that has never
been done in a formal setting.
“We are just trying to do
our fundamentals,” he said.
“We have tried to get a core
group of guys who know the
fundamentals of lacrosse and
who can execute them on the
field.”
As a club team, lacrosse
does not garner the same
amount of support or funding

as varsity university-sponsored
sports do. There is not the
same amount of organization
and responsibility. However,
Walker said, “We all just love
our sport.”
“We want to see it become
another great club sport on
campus,” he said. “Hockey gets
a lot of fans and a lot of credit,
and I’d love to see the lacrosse
team get that same credit.”
Most Utah high schools
don’t recognize Utah State as
being a part of competitive
lacrosse, Hardy said.
“We’re trying to make it
recognizable for these athletes
that are coming out of high
school to come play for us,” he
said. “We want to give them
options comparable to The
U, BYU and Westminster. We
want to be THE school.”
“We want to be the program that’s cooler than the
rest,” Walker said.

The team is looking forward to a season of progression
and improvement, but they
don’t want it to be something
they focus on for now, but
rather, a permanent mindset.
“It’s not one of those things
that I expect will get to a peak
and then digress,” Hardy said.
“I expect it to continue to grow
and to become the best program in the state.”
Atwood is feeling confident
in his team.
“It’s going to take a full
team, some talent and some
recruiting. And then it’s going
to take structure and these
guys stepping it up,” he said.
“We’re here to play. We came
to play.”
Hardy and Walker extended
an invitation to all who are
interested in playing to come
and check it out.
“Come and try out a practice. Come watch and observe,”

Walker said. “It’s not too late
to start.”
Hardy said he loves the
competitive spirit that comes
with lacrosse.
“It’s a game where you can
hit people as hard as you want,
but you can also be quick.
There are a lot of aspects to the
game,” he said. “I played every
sport growing up, but this
one’s my favorite.”
“It’s a sexy sport,” Walker
said. “It’s a sport with style.”
The lacrosse team kicks
off their season this Saturday,
Feb. 12, as they take on the
University of Montana. Faceoff is at 7 p.m. in the Stan Laub
Indoor Facility. The game is
free to the public.
– megan.allen@aggiemail.usu.
edu

WAC basketball power poll

2) Nevada (9-14, 6-4)
While the Wolf Pack technically trails
New Mexico State by half a game in
the win column, they get the benefit
of the doubt because they had to face
USU twice already and
won their Saturday game
against San Jose State
in convincing fashion.
Despite getting demolished in the second half
in Logan, the Pack still hung tough with
Utah State for 20 minutes Wednesday
and have a solid core of talent that continues to progress.
3) New Mexico State (13-12, 7-4)

4) Idaho (13-10, 6-5)
The Vandals are still hanging around
the top half of the standings by playing a team-style of basketball that one
would expect from a team
coached by a former Stew
Morrill assistant. Jeff
Ledbetter has made it a
two-horse race with USU’s
Brian Green this year to
claim the title of the WAC’s best 3-point
shooter. The Vandals have a brutal finish to their conference schedule that
could send them a long ways down the
rankings in these last few weeks.
5) Hawaii (13-10, 4-7)
This year’s Hawaii team is reminiscent of the 2009 Fresno State Bulldogs
in that they are not that great a team
on paper, but have given more fits than
anyone to Utah State
while the Aggies were
running a train over the
rest of the conference.
The remaining schedule
for the Warriors is a favorable one, with
three home games and two very winnable roadies. Oh, and they still have
Zane Johnson.
6) Fresno State (11-12, 5-6)
Much like Idaho, Fresno State’s current standing is on shaky ground as
their remaining schedule is no walk in
the park. For now though, the Bulldogs

are fresh off back-to-back wins against
New Mexico State and
Louisiana Tech behind
WAC Player of the Week
Greg Smith. Their final
standing could be largely
impacted by the fact that they still have
two games to play against Boise State.
7) Boise State (12-11, 5-6)
A week and a half ago, the Broncos
looked like they might be rebounding
strong from their back-to-back losses
to USU and Nevada at home when they
took NMSU to overtime
in Las Cruces. While
they lost that game, it
was a strong showing.
Unfortunately for the Broncos, they followed that up with losses to La-Tech and
Hawaii before stumbling into Saturday’s
blowout in Logan.
8) San Jose State (11-11, 3-8)
The Spartans had better be aware that
the No. 9 team in the WAC standings
will be watching the WAC Tournament
from home. With twothirds of the conference schedule in the
rear-view, it appears
that the race for last
place is going to be between SJSU and
La Tech. The Spartans might have a
tremendous advantage in that they only
have one more conference road game.
9) Louisiana Tech (11-14, 2-9)
Even though they finally put a notch
or two in the win column, It just doesn’t
seem to be clicking in
Ruston this season. The
Bulldogs still have to host
New Mexico State, Nevada
and Utah State to go along
with making the Hawaii
road trip. In other words, it’s very much
looking like the Bulldogs won’t need to
bother with packing their bags for Las
Vegas this year.
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1) Utah State (22-2, 11-0)
After surviving the double-overtime
scare in Hawaii, Utah State has been
above and beyond dominant, winning
its last two games by
an average of 25 points
over teams that should
both finish in the top
half of the final WAC
standings in Nevada and Boise State.
USU’s defense has held four of its last
seven opponents below 50 points, and
currently ranks No. 8 in the country in
points allowed.

Prior to NMSU’s win over Louisiana
Tech Monday night, the crimson Aggies
were just as close in the standings to
last place as they were first place. As
it stands, New Mexico
State is still a team
that can threaten on
any given night, but is
burdened by inconsistency. They rank a spot
below Nevada this week because of an
overtime loss at Fresno State Saturday,
as well as the fact that Nevada has the
head-to-head advantage over NMSU.
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Domination by Utah State is a gross
understatement at this point in the
Western Athletic Conference standings. The WAC-record 25-game winning
streak in conference play continues
to grow and doesn’t look to be ending
any time soon. A few other teams that
looked promising early continue to
slide, while others that got off to a slow
start are making late charges up the
standings.
One thing appears certain though,
and that is Utah State bringing home a
fourth-consecutive WAC regular season
championship. Just two games separate
the teams who currently sit in second
place and sixth place, so some serious
shuffling is still in store.
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Utaku club brings anime to Utah State
By ALEX VAN OENE and TAYLOR WILSON
staff writers

When most people think of anime, they stereotype it as the old Pokemon cartoons, overlyamplified facial expressions and big-breasted
women. But anyone who has ever been involved
with anime understands that it is much more.
The USU anime club, currently known as
USU Utaku offers a unique experience to anyone
interested, said vice president Clelia Rivera, a
junior studying public relations. She said the
members have found the art style and plot lines
enthralling and many have dabbled in another
culture’s form of literature and entertainment
and come back wanting more.
Club president Hsin-Fang Wang, a junior
studying English, said USU Utaku was formed
this fall as a more appropriate place to experience the anime aspect of the Japanese culture,
rather than the Japanese Club that had already
been established. After the Japanese Club disbanded last semester, USU Utaku took its place
as the hub of Japanese culture at Utah State.
“Rather than just appreciation of anime and
manga, we want to be more productive. As such,
we will also focus on ‘cosplay,’ that is, costume
role-play,” he said.
Wang also said that the club wants to make
costumes based off of anime and manga illustrations and focus on the social aspect of anime as
well. Members will use costumes they create in
their own comic/anime convention and attend
other anime conventions. Wang plans for members to sell costumes to other avid fans in order
to create revenue for the club, as well as provide

commission to those who create the costumes.
The club meets every Thursday from 6-8 p.m.
to enjoy favorite episodes of anime TV series,
but instead of just watching them, Wang said
the club discusses “beyond the basic geeky levels
and get(s) more in-depth with it in terms of art,
plot and the often-present in manga and anime
subjects of taboo.”
Instead of just gawking at the girls from the
anime, the members go deeper and search for
the different elements that make up the show.
At one meeting, Wang taught the differences in
the style of language from the Japanese dialogue
and the English subtitles after watching an episode of “Gundam Wing.”
Even though all 10 members in attendance
were extremely knowledgeable about the TV
shows, “noobs” need not worry, Rivera said. The
environment is a welcoming and educational
one that speaks of warmth, knowledge and allaround love of anime. Although the anime is
taken seriously, it is still a light-hearted environment where they are as quick to laugh as they
are to analyze.
Don’t be scared, we are all nice people,”
Rivera said. She said anyone that is interested
should come and have fun with them. So, even
if one’s knowledge of anime is only as far as
“Spirited Away,” or “Yu Gi Oh,” the club still has
appeal.
The club plans on doing a Pokemon Hunt
this spring. The Pokemon Hunt will include
people dressed up as Pokemon characters while
“Trainers,” participants, try to catch them, simi-

- See ANIME, page 10

USU UTAKU CLUB strives to change the usual image of anime and menga. The club is planning a
Pokemon Hunt later this spring, where members will dress up as a Pokemon character while the participants try to catch them. ANI MIRZAKHANYAN photo

Spreading the message without hearing a word
By JESS WALLACE
staff writer

Deaf students and professors face a unique challenge in
their day-to-day lives in overcoming common perceptions.
Most assume that challenge has to do with the fact that they
cannot hear like the majority of the world. While their deafness is a factor, the main problem they face is how other students and society view that deafness.

“Stereotypes are damaging,” said James Smith, current
president of the Deaf Education Student Association, or DESA.
“Assuming that deaf people are missing something, lead sad
lives, can’t do many things, need help, are incorrect perceptions that are damaging.”
Keeping a positive attitude is central to dealing with any
type of disability.
“Our happiness and success is not related to our ability to
hear and speak,” Smith said. “Our happiness and success is
based on the same things that they are for hearing people. We

THE DEAF EDUCATION STUDENT ASSOCIATION aims to change common stereotypes about the deaf community. They educate the community through activities and workshops. STERLING BOIN photo illustration

desire to have an equal education and equal opportunities.”
Smith is deaf and, as president of DESA, gets to see first
hand some of the misconceptions hearing people have toward
the deaf. His position and influence allow him to correct some
of those misunderstandings and educate others about deaf
culture.
According to the official DESA website, “DESA is a place
where future teachers and professionals who work with deaf
people may gain opportunities to interact with professionals
already in the field.”
DESA also educates the public about the deaf community
through activities and mini-workshops.
“The general perception of hearing people is ‘deaf people
can’t’ or ‘deaf people can’t unless we help them to hear and
speak – to be like us,’” Smith said. “DESA provides a service
by educating hearing people to the deaf view. We provide
workshops so that professional teachers and interpreters can
gain the continuing education units necessary for their certification and so that students can get to know professionals in
the field.”
Smith said DESA is an organization that brings both deaf
and hearing people together with the purpose of building a
network of understanding professionals. While hearing people
have the benefit of speaking to one other as a means of communicating, deaf people rely on a different form of communication, ASL, or American Sign Language.
ASL is often looked at as a handicap or disadvantaged way
of speaking, however, it is a fully formed language.
“Higher education is often a challenge for everyone, whether deaf or not,” Smith said. “Deaf people view themselves as
an ethnic group similar to other cultural-based groups. They
“speak” using American Sign Language, a language with a
sophisticated linguistic structure, equivalent to spoken and
written languages.”
Smith said ASL is the third most used language in North
America and, not only is ASL a fully functioning language,

- See DEAF, page 9

Prime Rib & Shrimp Buffet $21.95

Feb. 12th, 5 pm - 9 pm

This Valentine’s

Eat Your Heart Out!
Reservations: 435.750.5171

Enter Through East Side of Building at Riverwoods.
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Celebrity couples
I want to see date

We’ve
all
been
Just a few
there
on
the couch,
laughs
w a t c h ing
“The
Breakfast
Club” on a
foggy Friday
evening.
We get to
the scene
near the end when Claire, the redhead
prepped-up prima donna, kisses Bender,
the ever-noticeable school bully, in a backroom closet, encouraging Bender to irritatingly look at Claire and inquire “Why did
you do that?” Claire then glances at him
and replies with the much quoted words,
“Because I knew you wouldn’t.”
As this presses on, we sit admiring, a
little heart-warmed, and many a tad disgusted by the giant load of lovey-doveymush-cheese we just witnessed. No matter
what our feelings on the moment, we are
all riddled with the same question, “Gee,
what would it be like if Judd Nelson and
Molly Ringwald actually dated?”
Nobody really knows why, but we as
a general public go absolutely gaga over
the “who’s with whom” of the celebritydating scene (note – if any of my readers
comment online to the previous sentence
with any form of a Lady Gaga reference
I will find and attack you faster than
“Zaboomafoo” was taken off the air.)
It seems an endless supply of our lives is
under siege by the ever-desired knowledge
of secret resort weddings, red carpet sightings, and thousands upon thousands of
intermixed couples’ nicknames found on
the right side of page 35 in “Us Weekly.”
With Valentine’s Day just around the
corner, I just felt I couldn’t leave this subject alone. Well, my four readers, as I’m
sure you guessed, I think I feel an opinionbased Top Five list coming on!

SteveSchwartzman

5 – Meg Ryan
and Billy Crystal
– This choice
is pretty basic.
I mean, could
there be a more
adorable romantic comedy duo
than found in
“When
Harry
Met
Sally?”
Better yet, could
there be two
more emotionally type-casted actors to be
bound in matrimony?
It would be as reliable as Travis Pastrana
jumping a building in a type of motor vehicle we’ve never heard of, with every conversation taking on the same outline. First
Billy is like, “No wait, I have a whacked-out
theory about this!” Then Meg is like, “No,
Billy, I mean doesn’t it just feel right? Isn’t
it all about … love?”
Then Lorraine, the coffee shop waitress,
walks in and Billy asks her about the situation and Lorraine is like, “I agree with her,
‘cause I always agree with the lady in these
movies. Should I top off your cranberry
juice?” The useless, flirty, logical banter
would be endless.
4 – Optimus Prime and the Power Ranger
Megazord – This isn’t so much a relation-

ship as it
would be a
“m e r g e r.”
C’mon,
think
of
how cool
it
would
be if these
two monster robots
teamed up.
One could fight real-live crappy looking
foes the world over, and the other could
fight CGI-animated crappy looking foes
the world over.
They could rule the animation world,
and the powers that be, by sheer force. I
know this choice was very non sequitur,
but that’s the whole reason y’all still read
my stories after a semester and four weeks,
anyway, isn’t it?

THE GET AWAY SPECIAL CLUB was formed at USU more than 30 years ago. The club is currently doing testing in micro-gravity environments. ANI MIRZAKHANYAN photo

Shoot for the moon

3 – Zac Efron and Kristen Stewart – I’m
just playing with ya. I’m pretty sure we’re
all sick of these two by now.

By ALLEE EVENSEN
staff writer

2 – Meg Ryan and Shaquille O’Neal
– Who wouldn’t
love to see the
dynamic duo of
Anastasia and
Kazaam together in romance?
The reason for
this relationship
go on for miles.
The height difference, for starters. One plays
basketball and
the other, if positioned correctly,
could be a basketball. The awesomeness of “Mequille” as
a mixed couples’ nickname.
Meg competing in “Shaq vs.” in the category “Being in movies with Tom Hanks.”
Not one bystander can look me in the eye
and say they wouldn’t love to see these
two together. Not to mention that it kind
of has to happen, because Shaq and Billy
Crystal would just be awkward.
And finally …

Tucked into the furthest corner of the basement
of the Science Engineering Research Building are a
lot of computers, 10 guys and one goal that’s out of
this world, literally.
“If we want to go farther than the moon, we got
to do this,” said Landon Hillyard, a sophomore in
mechanical engineering and a member of the Get
Away Special club.
The Get Away Special Club, or GAS, was a
NASA program designed to let anybody buy space
for experiments on space shuttles. It was introduced to USU more than 30 years ago. When the
program was announced in 1976, Gil Moore, a former USU professor, personally funded Utah State
to send a project into space.
“The space shuttle was new, and they were
going to let experiments go up into space,” said
Rob Barnett, GAS’s electrical engineering team
leader. “(Gil) wrote a check and said ‘I want to buy
space for USU.”’
Since then, GAS has been recognized as a
forerunner in space experiments for universities
across the country. Barnett said USU has sent more
experiments into space than any other school in
the nation.
“It gets the school’s name out there. It gets students here,” said Justin Koeln, a senior in mechani-

1 – Babs and Buster Bunny (and this time,
YES relation!) – Ever since I learned these
two weren’t a couple I dreamt of a beautiful day when they would finally come
together. It’s so perfect: one is pink and
the other blue, one has an inner raspy
voice and the other one a voice akin to Lisa
Kudrow when she isn’t on “Friends.”
They could sit warm by the fire and
eat from the same organic carrot – having their first 600 babies while Donny
Osmond stands by singing, “and they
called it … bunny love!” Here’s to wishing,
hoping, even praying these two waskaly
wabbits come to their senses, stop denying themselves and see the truth that they
are, now and forever, so much in love. Not
to mention hoping Elmira is the minister at
the wedding.
A happy Valentines Day to all, and
whether it’s the bonding of celebrities or
getting through relationships of your own,
please remember this one lesson: be sure
to get some heart shaped sweet tarts. No
real reason, those things are just friggin’
delicious.
– steve.schwartzman@aggiemail.usu.edu

Deaf: Overcoming challenges
-continued from page 8
it also has proven to help greatly with development in young
children.
“Parents should recognize the benefit of signing with
young children, whether hearing or deaf, but especially deaf
children,” said Jan Kelley-King,
adviser to DESA. “It gives them
“We want to
so many advantages and allows
send the message them to be bilingual.”
Smith said the deaf are
that deaf people involved
in almost every aspect
want access to
of the community.
everything, and
“It is fun to watch the lanyoung deaf chil- guage in action all around you,”
he said. “Young children who
dren deserve
come with their parents, babies
acces to everysigning as young as 8 months
thing.”
of age, 2-year-old’s reading a
book… pointing to the words
pictures and signing it in
James Smith, and
ASL.”
president of DESA
Smith does not believe the
deaf should be handicapped by
anything in life.
“We want to send the message that deaf people want access
to everything, and young deaf children deserve access to
everything,” he said. “In the deaf community we do not see
limitations, we see opportunities and we want to partner with
hearing people to help them understand that desire. We are
not broken, we are deaf.”
– jess.wallace@aggiemail.usu.edu

Wednesday, March 2
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Taggart Student Center,
2nd Floor

cal and aerospace engineering and the team tech
lead. “We come here because it’s an unique position to do research.
Koeln said at other universities, undergraduates
may never have a chance to do applied research like
GAS is doing. He said at many schools people have
to do research under professors and may not get
to do much beside clean labs until their junior or
senior years.
“We’re the complete opposite. We’re self-driven
and self-educated,” he said. “What you don’t know,
you learn.”
Hillyard said, “They’re not doing research that
will change the world,” he said. “It gives Utah State
swag.”
Iggy Matheson, a sophomore in mechanical
engineering, applied to many schools before choosing USU for its research program.
“I went a little crazy in high school in the applications process,” he said. “I had a fixation on what
school would help me do research best.”
GAS has been working on a project called
FUNBOE 2.0, a new and improved version of the
micro-gravity boiling experiment that traveled to a
NASA base in Houston last year.
The experiment, a test to study boiling water
and heat transfer in a simulated space environment, took place on a state of the art plane.

- See SPECIAL, page 10
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A dip after the fact, but still just as good
I know I’m
just a little bit
late to be tellEat That
ing you that
I have a delicious, easy
recipe that
would
be
perfect for a
Super Bowl Party snack. It’s easy to make, easy
to share, colorful, flavorful, fun and definitely
impressive.
Okay, I’ll stop talking about how great the
recipe that you didn’t get to make for the
Super Bowl was. Because it really doesn’t have
anything to do with the Super Bowl. In fact, my
friend had an entire party dedicated to this delicious food itself, with no football (or anything
else for that matter) involved. It was a Seven
Layer Bean Dip on the Table Party.
I love any kind of food-themed party, but
this one was especially exciting because all you
had to do was bring one ingredient (ie a can
of beans or a bag of chips) and show up. Then
when you got to the party they were making
the dip fresh, and right on the table. Really.
They just covered it with plastic wrap first. They
charge big bucks at restaurants for guacamole
made fresh at your table, and this dip blows
that out of the water anyway.
Whether you’re making it large scale, dedicating a party to it or just making enough for
two, I promise this dip will not disappoint.

Jennelle Clark

Seven Layer Bean Dip
1 (16 oz.) can refried beans
1 large or 2 medium sized ripe avocados
1 (4 oz.) can green chiles, undrained
1 tablespoon mayonnaise
1 teaspoon lemon or lime juice
1 cup sour cream
1 tablespoon taco seasoning
3 medium green onions, sliced thin
1 cup shredded Colby jack, cheddar or
Monterey jack cheese, finely shredded (or any
combination of the three)
1 (4 oz.) can sliced olives
Fresh salsa or pico de gallo (optional)
This recipe is easily doubled or tripled if you
want to make lots. This version makes enough
to cover about a 14-inch round plate or platter.

For the first layer, use a rubber spatula to
spread the refried beans into an even layer
(about 1/2-3/4 inch thick) onto the bottom of
the plate or platter you are using.
For the second layer, scoop the avocado
into a small bowl and use a fork to mash it until
it becomes smooth. Stir in the green chiles,
mayonnaise and lemon or lime juice. I like to
add mayonnaise to thicken it up and make it
more like guacamole, but it is optional. Don’t
skip the lemon/lime juice though, because
besides adding a little zip of flavor, it keeps the
avocado from browning as quickly, which is
important if you’re making this ahead of time
or if it will be sitting out at a party. Spread this
mixture over the refried beans.
For the third layer, combine the sour cream
and taco seasoning in a small bowl and stir until
well mixed. If you want your dip to have a little
kick, go with a spicy taco seasoning or add a
dash or two of cayenne pepper to the mixture.
Also, if you are trying to be healthy you can
use a light sour cream and I doubt you’ll even
notice. Spread this over the guacamole layer.
For the fourth layer, all you have to do is
sprinkle the green onions over the sour cream
mixture. You can also use regular yellow or
white onions (and many recipes do), but I like
green onions because they are a little less
potent than raw yellow onions and they stand
out better against the sour cream (if you care
about being able to see all seven layers).
For the fifth layer, sprinkle the cheese over
the onions. For simplicity’s sake I like to buy the
pre-shredded Mexican cheese mixtures they
have at the store, but you can easily shred and
mix your own using any combination.
For the sixth layer, distribute the sliced olives
over the top.
The seventh layer is optional, but without it I
guess you would be left with six layer bean dip.
You can top it all off with fresh salsa, pico de
gallo or just diced roma tomatoes. Serve with
tortilla chips.
– jenn.wilson@aggiemail.usu.edu

Anime: Changing common images
-continued from page 8
lar to the Humans vs. Zombies game held on
campus last semester. Even if you don’t participate in the hunt, it will be just as fun to watch
Humans vs. Zombies organizer Bryce Colby
said the Pokemon Hunt “sounds like a way cool
idea, and I am excited that other people are
trying to make college more fun. Sometimes I
think people take college too seriously.”
Along with this event, they are also planning
other activities such as a cosplay fashion show,
an anime/comic convention and more programs
that are still in the works.

As of now, the USU Utaku Anime Club is free
to join to anyone interested in anime, manga,
cosplay and pretty much any aspect of the
anime culture. Rivera said she hopes to create
an environment where anime and manga fans
from all over the valley can come enjoy anime
and have fun. If anyone would like to know
more, they can visit the club’s Facebook page
under the title Utaku USU, as well as their blog
at utakun.blogspot.com.

ALTHOUGH THE SUPER BOWL is over, anyone can still make this delicious seven-layer dip. It is
easy to make, and will spice up any party. JENNELLE CLARK photo

Street Speak
What do women want for Valentine’s Day?
“I think roses and
jewelry, red roses,
when guys try to
pull-off the yellow
ones it’s no good.”

“Not flowers and
not candy; something personal.”

– alexander.h.van_oene@aggiemail.usu.edu

– McKenzie
Patterson,
freshman
NFSD
“Not neccessarily
things but time,
like going to a
movie or doing to
dinner.”

– Robert Cottrell,
sophomore
chemistry

– Jake
Calderwood,
senior
music education

“Something
that we can do
together.”

– Chelsea
Andrus,
junior
choral
education

Information gathered by Jon Larsen

Special: Traveling further in space
-continued from page 9

S.E. Needham
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“It goes up and down at a 45-degree angle, each
period lasting about 30 seconds,” Koeln said
“Boiling water is a good way to way to transfer heat
on earth. We wondered how would it work transferring in space.”
Ryan Martineau, a sophomore in mechanical
and aerospace engineering said by studying the
transfer of heat in space, the research can eventually be applied to cooling down microprocessors in
computers.
Matheson said the research can also be used to
study fuel in spacecrafts, creating opportunities for
humans to travel further into space.
“We’re not just crazy student students with
petri dishes,” Matineu said.
The club consists of around 20 members, 10 of
whom are active.
“We’re a rather small club, but we do large
experiments,” Koeln said. “It takes a lot of different skills. We’re mainly undergrad students. We
have a couple of advisers in the mechanical engineering and physics departments we talk to, but
we’re mostly self-driven.”
Although the majority of the team is engi-

neering majors, they insist the club is open to all
departments. ”Everybody is welcome to join us.
No one is turned away,” Barnett said.
GAS has landed Barnett two jobs. He said it
looks great on a resume, and in a volatile field like
aerospace, more than a degree is needed to get a
job.
Koen said the newest aspect of GAS is an outreach program that has already reached more than
3,000 students in elementary and middle schools
around the state. Getting kids excited about math
and science, not to mention getting in some bragging rights for USU, has been the start of a very
successful program.
“The team is starting to get ambitious with it,”
he said.
At the end of a long day of models, chambers,
and presentations, Martineau said it’s all worth it.
“Being on the team makes you feel like you’re
doing something that can make a difference in the
world.”

– allee.evensen@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Thank heaven for
little girls

Benjamin C. Wood
Copy Editor
Chelsey Gensel

W

omen are awesome. It doesn’t matter their age, ethnicity, socio-economic standing or taste in clothes –
women are just plain cool. March is Women’s
History Month and we say YES. According the
the National Women’s History Project website, the Education Task Force of the Sonoma
County (California) Commission on the Status
of Women was the first to initiate a day to
celebrate women’s history in 1978. Since
then, we’ve seen women hold positions in
government, religion and business that hadn’t
been seen before. Case in point: The 2008
presidential election. We didn’t have just one
woman vying for the White House, we had
two. Though neither was successful, it shows
that every woman has great potential. When
it comes to abilities, we feel women are just
as capable and intelligent and eager as the
men. Let’s take a moment to appreciate what
women can do.
First, and probably most impressive, women
can give life. Women are vessels for babies.
Wow. The sheer physical demand of carrying
a living thing inside yourself is incredible, and
women have to do it for nine months. Men
complain when they get a tapeworm. Babies
are like nine-month tape worms. Power to the
women.
Second, women always smell good. Guys
have some funk on them usually, but girls have
the lotions and the perfumes and the body
sprays. Females add goodness to the air.
Third, women are much better multi-taskers.
How many times did you see your mom in the
kitchen, cooking dinner, putting away dishes,
talking on the phone, cleaning, feeding some
child, giving affection to the family pet all
whilst keeping a generally good attitude?
Fourth, women live longer on average.
That’s like when you go to get ice cream and
you are served more than the person in front
or behind you, just because of your hair color.
That is just nature loving women.
And finally fifth, women can do anything
a man can and more. Women CAN perform
well in the work place. Women CAN make
decisions logically. Women CAN fight for
our country. Women CAN be proud to be
women and still wear pretty clothes. Women
CAN drive well. Women CAN major in math
or science or engineering. Women CAN
get their hands dirty. Women CAN work
hard. Women CAN make important decisions. Women CAN be powerful. Women
CAN contribute. Women CAN compete with
the men. Women CAN’T be underestimated.
Women, you rock.

Standing up against
common hour
ASUSU’s sudden decision
to cancel all classes from 12Opposition
1:15 p.m. on Tuesdays and
Research
Thursdays starting Fall 2012
is simply reckless and irresponsible. Instead of allowing students the ability to
voice their opinion through
our annual election, most of
us found out after the fact
and valuable faculty opinions were negated and neglected.
Under the guise of the “common good,” ASUSU is forcing
all 17,000 students and 1,000 faculty to be free during the
busiest time of the day so we can enjoy watching our money
being spent on events such as the spectacularly successful
B.J. Novak.
The truth of the matter is that the common hour will make
student life worse. By voting on this measure, our student
leaders have shown that they are inept and out of touch with
the student body. The real reason guest lectures and events
are under-utilized by students is not because of schedule
conflicts. Rather it is simply because we students have determined that we have better things to do with our time.
College students are, by their very nature, extremely busy
and tired. During those miraculous breaks between classes
and labs we do one of two things. Either we eat or we relax,
and this is exactly what all 17,000 students will do if the common hour is implemented.
It may be surprising to some, but all of us have already
experienced the common hour. Remember the lunch hour
during high school? Remember how fun it was waiting in
those long lunch lines and the experiencing the chaos in
the halls? How about all the students that would flood the
library to play on the computers when we had to study for
a test? That is what we will experience if the common hour

Justin Hinh

- See CROWDS, page 12
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Stretch yourself to grow
In the
in a factory and getting a union card, I
spring of
guess becoming a semi-official member of
Faculty
1970,
I
the working class. I would have never done
Voices
completed
this in my hometown. In the fall when I
my underenrolled in Harvard, I knew that was where
graduate
I was meant to be. I studied with the greatdegree in
est of teachers, who were at home in both
philosophy
philosophy and theology, became friends
and
hiswith protestants who are now teaching ethtory at the
ics at other schools and close friends with
Universit y
a Catholic roommate who has become an
of Utah. Since I knew I was going to gradu- eminent patristic scholar in his own right. I
ate school, I did not wait around to march felt an invigorating spirit with which I was
with the others. I do not know even now right at home.
who the speaker was. In March I set off
I do not know what I would have evenacross the country in a rattletrap car, head- tually done had I followed my mother’s
ing for Boston. I had been accepted at longing. But I knew it wasn’t mine. I would
Boston University, straight for a Ph.D. and have made the best of it, but it would
at Harvard Divinity School for a master’s have been a second best. My time at the
degree, after which I would
University of Utah was broadhave to apply for the Ph.D.
ening and I shall always regard
“Like many
program in what I wanted,
it highly. But for me there was
mothers, mine
philosophy and theology.
too much of home still in the
Like many mothers, mine did not want me atmosphere. I needed to grow
did not want me to go. She to go. She was
in a completely different garwas worried. The car wasn’t
den. I shall forever be grateful
the best. I would be going worried. The car that I listened to my heart and
alone. I could get into trouble wasn’t the best. to a pull from beyond myself.
or would be attacked. Like I would be going
College is a time when all
most 22-year-olds, I did not
students should get out of
listen. My dad said, “You have alone. I could
the circle that makes them
to let him go and discover get into trouble comfortable and experience
the world for himself.” I will or attacked.
people and ideas that are not
always cherish his confidence
“just like them.” This will make
Like most 22in his children. After all, when
you a stronger, more thoughtno one thought it was worth year-olds, I did
ful person. Growing intellecit, he supported my brother to not listen.”
tually, spiritually and experibecome the first person from
entially is always better than
our Utah high school to be
standing still. New thoughts
accepted as a freshman at an Ivy League and people are liberating. Take courses
university.
that challenge where you are. Invest time
Sure, the car broke down in Ohio and I and energy in activities that go beyond
had to have money wired to me to fix it. I your circle of friends and influences.
picked up hitchhikers – it was the 1970s –
In order to be sure that we are growand was nabbed in a real speed trap with a ing in a garden that will sustain us for life,
judge right on scene to cite me and ask for we all need to see how we grow in other
$20 to let me go. But I have never regret- gardens. When I drove over the mountains
ted the trip or the intellectual journey it in the spring of 1970 I knew that I was not
represented. I got out of my comfort zone, coming back the way I left. But I also knew
away from the safe and the familiar.
that I would be a stronger, more whole perFor many, the safe and the familiar is all son wherever I would be. I was meant to
they know, and more will upset and disturb cross those mountains. Ask yourself where
them. I understand this feeling. It was what your mountains are, that you need to cross,
my mother thought in 1970. For me and so that you can come back stronger and
for others this was not enough. I needed, more of the person you are meant to be.
intellectually, emotionally and spiritually, a
wider world to grow in. The garden I grew
Richard Sherlock is a professor of philosoup in was fine, but not for me.
phy
I spent the spring and summer working

Richard Sherlock
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About letters

• Letters should be limited to 400 words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed to
a specific individual
may be edited or not
printed.
• No anonymous letters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include a
phone number or email address as well
as a student identification number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
• Letters representing
groups — or more
than one individual
— must have a singular representative
clearly stated, with all
necessary identification information.
• Writers must wait 21
days before submitting successive letters
— no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed to
statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu, or click on
www.utahstatesman.
com for more letter
guidelines and a box
to submit letters.

Online poll
What was the best
recent Super Bowl halftime show?
•
•
•
•

The Black eyed
Peas.
The Who.
The Rolling Stones.
Bruce Springsteen.

Visit us on the Web at
www.utahstatesman.
com
to cast your vote and
see results from this
straw poll.
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Crowds: Students will swarm at noon
-continued from page 11
is implemented here at Utah
State University. Tuesday
and Thursday from 12-1:15
p.m. will essentially become
the lunch hour for USU college students and student
life will suffer as a result.
The unintended consequences will be immense.
Places
such
as
the
Marketplace and Junction
will be absolutely decimated. Thousands upon thousands of students will try to
get some food into their system before their next class.
We’ve already experienced
going to get food during
rush hour. Now just imagine
every student unleashed for
an hour.
Since getting food on
campus will become treacherous, many students will opt
to head out to Logan to grab
something to eat. Parking
and traffic will become
appalling as students try to
make runs before classes.
Road will become dangerously congested and acci-

dents are bound to happen.
Once again, remember back
to high school as students
rushed to grab lunch during that golden hour. Now
imagine that situation with
college students. It’s okay to
be scared.
As we approach winter
we can expect these problems to become worse. As
the cold weather comes in
students will retreat to the
inside of buildings. Without
any classes running to
absorb these students, hightraffic places such as the
TSC or the Library will simply become overrun. The
problem of long lines and
packed facilities will become
even more compounded as
students are forced to pack
classes back to back in order
to accommodate the common hour. If you simply want
to relax during this hour,
your best bet may be to just
go home – assuming you
can get on the roads or on a
bus.

We, as students, are having our free agency removed.
We have less say about how
we should run our education. There are many students out there who want
to have classes during the
common hour. We have jobs
to get to, families to take
care of, and a life outside of
class.
ASUSU should have no
right to tell me or you when
we can take classes and they
certainly should not tell our
professors how to do their
jobs. We are here first and
foremost to receive an education, not to attend events.
Junior and senior students
may not care because they’ll
be gone before the common
hour is implemented, but us
freshman and sophomore
students feel the full force.
We must all stand together
and resist the common hour.
Next year I will hold a petition drive through College
Libertarians to gather the
required 15 percent student
body petition to bring the
common hour up to a vote.
But our best bet is to talk
to the candidates running
for ASUSU this year. Force
them to justify the common
hour by questioning them.
Ultimately it is the people
who will hold their leaders
accountable. If we do not,
then we have no one to
blame but ourselves.
Justin Hinh is a sophomore
majoring in political science
and economics and president of the USU College
Libertarians. He can be
reached at justintsn10@aggiemail.usu.edu.
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Student Jobs
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All But Dead • sarah.a@aggiemail.usu.edu

Pearls Before Swine • Steve Pastis

Friends by Default • Trevor.Stewart@aggiemail.usu.edu

Loose Parts • Dave Blazek

Breaking the Mold • Kenneth.Locke@aggiemail.usu.edu

Dilbert • Scott Adams

Bound & Gagged • Dana Summers

Synaptic Meltdown •

Rhymes with Orange • Hilary Price
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NO LATE SHOWS ON SUNDAY
OPEN SAT AT 11:30 FOR MATINEES
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Wednesday

Feb. 9
Today is Wednesday,
Feb. 9, 2011. Today’s
issue of The Utah
Statesman is published
especially for Steven
Moss, a junior majoring
in English from Sandy,
Utah.

- Education Days, All Day
- Indian merchandise Sale, TSC
- Guest Speaker: Rick Haskins, TSC
Lounge, 12:30 p.m.
- Meditation Club, TSC 335, 1:30 p.m.
- Women’s History Month Speaker,
Library 101, 3:30 p.m.
- Dodgeball Face-off, HPER, 3:30 p.m.
- Rock Band Idol, USU Ballroom, 7
p.m.
- Music and Poetry Open Mic Night,
Why Sound, 8 p.m.
- Men’s Basketball at Idaho, 9 p.m.

Almanac

Thursday

Today in History: In
1824, as no presidential candidate
received a majority of electoral votes
the U.S. House of
Representatives votes
to elect John Quincy
Adams, who won
fewer votes than
Andrew Jackson in
the popular election,
as president of the
United States.

Feb. 10
- Honey for Your Honey Valentine’s
Sale, all day
- Indian merchandise Sale, TSC
- USU Powder Wagon, TSC Parking
Lot, 8 a.m.
- FREE pizza, TSC patio, 11:30 a.m.
- Weight Watcher Class,TSC 335, 11:45
a.m.
- Women’s Basketball vs. Idaho, 5 p.m.
- CIL Short Course, ESLC, 5:30 p.m.
- Women’s Basketball vs. Idaho, 7 p.m.
- Cooking Class, Macey’s, 7 p.m.
- Scott Hunt Lecture, EDUC 130, 7 p.m.
- CEHS Spelling Bee, TSC Auditorium,
7 p.m.
- Big Band Swing Club, HPER, 7 p.m.

Friday

Weather
High: 28° Low: 16°
Skies: Partly cloudy

Feb. 11

- Valentine Dinner & Magic Show at
American West Heritage Center
- Study Abroad in France info session, TSC, 12:30 p.m.
- That 70’s Concert, Performance
Hall, 6 p.m.
- The Cache Valley Stargazers meeting, SER 244, 7:30 p.m.
- Concert @ Why Sound, 8 p.m.

Chili cookoff

You need to know....

Dust out your Dutch ovens and
warm up your Crock-Pots, it’s
time for the 4th Annual USU
College of Agriculture Chili
Cookoff. Feb. 12 at 5 p.m. and
the Lundstrom Student Center.
$3 per person, $5 for couples, or
$8 for families. Call Lisa Allen at
797-0454 for entry information.

Dr. George Njoroge, Rector of
the Kigali Institute of Education, will
present, “Rwandan Women: Our
History is Our Strength” as part of
Women’s History Month at USU.
Library 101, 3:30 - 4:30 p.m. on Feb. 9.
Spend Spring Break in Moab!
Take Cycling (PE 1550) and earn
credit while having fun in Moab. This
one-credit course is for all mountain
bikers beginning - advanced. Register
using CRN 21897. For more info
contact Tommy Murphy: t.murphy@
aggiemail.usu.edu or (435) 787-8556.
Bring out your inner rock star!
The 2nd Annual Honors Rock Band
Idol is being held on Feb. 9 at 7:00
p.m. in the USU Ballroom. Come for
food and fun - and bring your friends!
The College of Education and
Human Services Student Council will
be hosting “Education Days.” Rich
Haskins will be the guest speaker Feb.
9 at 12:30 p.m. at the TSC. Following
will be the Faculty v. Students
Dodgeball faceoff at 3:30-5:30.
Dodgeball game will be in the HPER
Gym 209. Win great prizes, such
as an i-pod or digital camera, at the
Spelling bee in the TSC Auditorium
Feb. 10 at 7-8:30.
Spring fever? It is time to get started with seeding and transplanting.
Get weekly updates on what you can
do to help the Student Farm. Always
a blast! studentfarm@lists.usu.edu.
That 70’s Concert Feb. 11 at 6
p.m. and 8 p.m. in the Performance
Hall. Tickets are $8 general admission and free for USU students.
Love playing online video games?
USU researchers from the Dept. of
Psychology need your help! Take a 10
minute survey about playing online
video games and enter to win a $50
gift card! Email Brady DeHart at usuvideogamestudy@gmail.com.
SHRM Lunch Lecture Series
Feb. 14. Business building OC Tanner
Lounge, 9th Floor. 11:30-1 p.m.
Macey’s cooking and community classes! Derek & Taylor
McMurdie, of “Temptation Cupcake”,
will share their talents and teach how
to have the perfect treats—in time for
Valentines Day! The class is free and
will be held Feb. 10 at 7 p.m.

Study in France

Learn about an exciting summer
of studying abroad in France at
the Study in France Information
Session on Feb. 11 at the TSC,
Room 335 from 12:30-1:30 p.m.

URCO grants

URCO GRANTS Due 15 Feb.
noon. Electronic delivery encouraged to Joyce.Kinkead@usu.edu.
See: https://research.usu.edu/
undergrad/htm/funding? opportunities/urco for details.

FACS club roses

The Aggie FACS Club will be selling roses in the TSC by the bookstore on Valentines Day from 9:30
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. for $2 per rose.
There will be a variety of colors,
each having a special meaning for
your special someone, friends, or
roommates!

Indian merch

We’ll be selling Indian merchandise in the TSC the week before
Valentine’s Day, Feb. 7-11. All proceeds will go to building schools
in India for Effect International.
Come get a unique gift for yourself or your valentine! To learn
more about some amazing opportunities contact info@effectinternational.org

RRR auction

Reuse, Reduce, Recycle (RRR)
Auction held weekly on
Wednesdays 6:00 p.m. 244 S
Main. Live auctioneer, food vendors, and lots of goods to be sold
and fun to be had. Please stop by
early and browse the auction and
sign up to be a bidder!

Deep End•tyson.cole@aggiemail

Strange Brew•Peter Deering

More Calendar and FYI
listings, Interactive Calendar
and Comics at

www.utahstatesman.com

Coupon
Corner
Good for the 2010-11 school year.
Valid at the Logan & Providence
Dalld];Yk]Yjkdg[Ylagfk&

visit www.mypizzapizza.com for addresses.

Large Pepperoni
and Breadsticks

Good for the 2010-11 school year.
Valid at the Logan & Providence
Dalld];Yk]Yjkdg[Ylagfk&

visit www.mypizzapizza.com for addresses.

Also in Providence:
200 North Highway 165
752-2030
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Free 22 oz. soda

Everyone’s Favorite!

Any
Pita!

with purchase
of any
sandwich

$2 Off!
Any Pita!

We Deliver.
792-3331
Exp. May 5, 2009

Exp. 5/10/11

505 E. 1400 North

Open Late
Mon-Thur: 10:30am-midnite
Fri-Sat: 10:30am-2 a.m.
Sunday: Closed

